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The Warren Astronomical Society is a local, non-profit organization of amateur astronomers. The Society
holds meetings on the first and third Thursdays of each month. The meeting locations are as follows:
1st Thursday – Cranbrook Institute of Science
500 Lone Pine Road
Bloomfield Hills, MI

3rd Thursday – Macomb County Community
College – South Campus
K Building (Student
Activities), 14500 Twelve
Mile Rd., Warren, MI

Membership is open to those interested in astronomy and its related fields. Dues are as follows and include
a year‟s subscription to Sky and Telescope.
Student ................... $21.00
Individual ............... $30.00

College ........................ $25.00
Family......................... $35.00

Senior Citizen ................... $25.00

Observatory Chairman: Ken Strom 977-9489
Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the Warren Astronomical Society in conjunction with
Rotary International. Located on the grounds of Camp Rotary, Stargate features a 12½” club-built
Cassegrainian telescope under an aluminum dome. The observatory is open to all club members in
accordance with the “Stargate Observatory Code of Conduct”.
Lectures are given at Stargate Observatory each weekend. The lecture will be either Friday or Saturday
night, depending on the weather and the lecturer's personal schedule. If you cannot lecture on your
scheduled weekend, please call the Chairman as early as possible or contact an alternative lecturer. Those
wishing to use Stargate must call by 7:00 p.m. on the evening of the observing session. The lecturers for the
coming month are:
Oct 21/22 ....... Frank McCullough ............ 254-1786
Oct 28/29 ....... Ron Vogt ........................... 545-7309
Nov. 4/5 ........ Alan Rothenberg ............... 355-5844
Nov. 11/12 ..... Doug Bock ......................... 533-0898
Nov. 18/19 ..... Ken Strom ........................ 977-9489
Nov. 25/26 ..... John Root ........................ 464-7908

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

2/3 ........ Stephen Franks ............... 255-7215
9/10 ...... Frank McCullough ......... 254-1786
16/17 ..... Ron Vogt ......................... 545-7309
23/24 ..... Alan Rothenberg ............. 355-5844
25/26 ..... Lou Faix .......................... 781-3338

Warren Astronomical Society’s Coming Events
November 3

-Meeting at Cranbrook Institute of Science
Commences at 7:30 pm.
Ken Strom will present slide/tape program on
Jupiter.

November 11

-Astrofest in Ann Arbor begins at 7:30 pm. The
topic is Zero G Orbits - Everything you wanted to
know about gravity.

November 12

-Field trip to Grand Rapids. Those interested see
Alan Rothenberg.

November 17

-General meeting at Macomb Community College
commences at 7:30 pm. Meet in Room B-209.
Program to be announced at Cranbrook meeting.

November 25

-Deep Sky subgroup meeting at Stargate
Observatory, weather permitting. Otherwise meet
at Frank McCullough’s at 7:00 pm for a planned
program.

THE CONSTELLATION CORNER
*** ANDROMEDA ***
LOCATION:
Andromeda is located directly south of Cassiopeia and northeast of Pegasus.
Lying between +20 deg. and +50 deg. declination and 23h to 2h 40m right
ascension, Andromeda is most easily found by locating the “Great Square” of
Pegasus, one of the most easily identified asterisms in the sky. The eastern
and northern most star in the “Great Square” is, in fact, Alpha Andromedae.
At magnitude 2.06 the star, ALPHERATZ, is the brightest in the square.
CONSTELLATION MAP:

THE CONSTELLATION CORNER (cont.)
OBJECTS OF INTEREST:
STELLAR
Beta (MIRACH)

- double star - mags 2.0, 14.0; separation 28”.
This double star was discovered by E. E. Barnard
with the Yerkes refractor in 1898. It’s best with
large scopes, so next time you’re at Stargate try
it with the 12 inch. (01h 10m, +35d 37’)

Gamma (ALMACH)

- triple star - mags 2.1, 5.1, 6.3 – separation
10”, 0.6”. Although actually a triple star (the
brightest member of the visible pair is itself a
spectroscopic binary) the visible pair has
recently passed greatest elongation making 1983 1984 the best time to view this pair. The colors
are orange and green-blue.
(02h 04m, +42d 20’)

Pi double star

- mags 4.4, 8.7 - sep. 36" This wide double should
be easily seen in our scopes and is definitely
worth a look. (00h 37’, +33d 43’)

56 double star

- mags 5.7, 5.8 - sep 17” This double is easily
visible through binoculars and is very close to
NGC-752. (01h 56m, +37d 15’)

GALACTIC - Three major galaxies brighter than magnitude 9 lie
within Andromeda.
M31

- mag 3.5 - size 160'x35'. Obviously the most
spectacular object in Andromeda and the most
easily found of all the galaxies in our
hemisphere. Use a wide field eyepiece here.
Although lying 2.2 million light-years away this
is a very large object. Try to detect its edges!
M31 is a member of our “local group” of galaxies.
(00h 43’, +41d 16’)

M32

- mag 8.2- size 4’x3’. This elliptical companion to
M31 is visible just south of the parent. A good
object to add to your Messier list.
(00h 43’, +40 52’)

NGC-205

- mag 8.2 - size 8'x3'. This elliptical is also an
M31 companion and located to the north and west.
Although it is the same magnitude as M32 it will
appear dimmer due to its increased size.
(00h 40’, +41d 41’)

THE CONSTELLATION CORNER (cont.)
There are some other galaxies in Andromeda worthy of our
attention. They are harder to find than the companions of M31 but
worth the effort. Make sure you have dark skies and a good clear
night. Right now is the best time since Andromeda is at the zenith
during normal observing times.
NGC-404

- mag 11.3 - size 6’x6’. This elliptical galaxy
lies just 6.4’ northwest of Beta Andromedae. Its
fuzzy blob is a good test of your telescope’s
light-gathering capability. (01h 09’, +35d 43’)

NGC-891

- mag 11.9 - size 12’xl’. Burnham’s says this edge
on spiral can be seen in a 5 or 6 inch scope. It
will be a hard task around here, but even if you
can't find it, contemplate it’s 43 million light
year distance and it's 800 billion suns.
(02h 19.3’, +42d 07’)

CLUSTERS
NGC-752

- open cluster - mag 7.0 diameter 45’. This large,
loose open cluster lies 5 degrees south and
slightly west of Gamma. Nearly 80 stars make up
this good binocular object. With a telescope, use
low power due to its angular size.
(01h 58m, +37d 41’)

NEBULAE
NGC-7662

- planetary neb. - mag 9.4 - size 32”x28” This
object lies about 1/2 degree south the 5th mag.
star 13 Andromedae. The nebula should appear as a
soft disk. The central star is only visible on
photographs.

A word about this column. The Constellation Corner is the
outgrowth of the DEEP SKY OBSERVING SUB-GROUP. Consisting of the
dedicated (and slightly daft) observers of the club, we try to go
afield at least once per month. The main goal of these observing
sessions is to learn and view what we can of constellations
selected in advance. We are not technical in our approach. Past
experience has proven that if several observers assist with the
finding of objects it's easier and more enjoyable for all.
Following the observing session members of the group will present
the constellation at one of the regular club meetings.
Presentations will consist of constellation identification, lore,
slides (both professional and amateur), and any other trivia
ANYONE has to offer. WHY DON’T YOU COME OUT AND SEE US SOMETIME?

The Calculating Astronomer
by Kenneth Wilson
Often it seems that the astronomer‟s life is ruled by the phase of the Moon. Indeed, I've often
thought that astrologers could contrive an interesting correlation between the nocturnal activities
of astronomers and the phase of the Moon! It would be as valid as any of the other circumstantial
evidence used to support astrology (better than most such evidence). At any rate, visual
astronomers, both amateur and professional, share a distaste for the Full Moon. It‟s fine for
romantically inclined lovers or werewolves, but it washes out the celestial treasures that
astronomers are interested in looking at. Thus, the lunar phase we stargazers delight the most in is
that of New Moon.
All this brings us to this month‟s (or should I say “this moonth‟s”?) formula. It‟s not too difficult
to guess the phase of the Moon a month or two from now. After all, it takes about a month for the
Moon to go through a complete cycle of its phases. So, if the Moon is New this Tuesday, it will be
very close to New on Tuesday four weeks from now. But, this is not exact and becomes less exact
the farther into the future, or into the past, you go. So, how do you plan for your vacation next
summer so that the Moon won‟t spoil the dark, desert skies that you‟ve driven to Arizona for? And,
what if you want to know if the Moon‟s phase will be dark enough to make the trip to Riverside
next year worthwhile (as if it wouldn‟t be any way!)? What if next year‟s almanac hasn‟t been
printed yet? Well, the following formula will allow you to calculate the age of the Moon (in days
from New; i.e. New = O, First Quarter = 7, Full = 14, Last Quarter = 21) accurate to within a day
(or, occasionally two) for any given date. The procedure is as follows:
Given the date in question,
a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)
e.)
f.)
g.)
h.
i.)
j.)
k.)

Divide the year number by 19; keep only the remainder
Multiply the remainder by 11
Add 1/3 of the century number excluding fractions
Add 1/4 of the century number excluding fractions
Add the number 8
Subtract the number of the century
Add the number of the month, beginning with March = 1
(February = 12 and January = 11 of the previous year)
Add the day of the month
Sum
Subtract multiples of 30
The result of these arithmetical gymnastics is the age of
the Moon in days

For Example: Dec 24, 1976
(0)
0
+6
+4
+8
-19
+10
+24
33
-30
3

This method comes from Appendix 6 of Fred Whipple‟s book, Earth, Moon, and Planets.
Let me know if you have some favorite astronomical formula that I‟ve not mentioned in this
column and that you feel might be of interest to our fellow „calculating astronomers‟. As always,
your comments and suggestions are welcome at: 1750 Clarkson, Apt. C, Richmond, VA 23224.
Happy calculating!
© 1983 Kenneth Wilson

ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE OF MAY 30, 1984

By order of the Admiral of the United States Naval Observatory, an eclipse of the sun will
occur next spring on May 30th. The following points will help you prepare for this unusual
astronomical event.
What day of the week does the eclipse occur?
The eclipse occurs on Wednesday, which happens to be two days after Memorial Day (May 28).
This is an important point when considering vacation plans.
Where will the eclipse occur?
The path of annularity begins over the Pacific Ocean, crosses central Mexico, passes over the
United States through Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina, North
Carolina, Virginia and Maryland, grazes over the Azores and ends in Algeria (where I‟m sure
everyone will want to see it).
How wide will the Path be?
The annular path width varies between 63km (38 mi) in Algeria to 4km (2.5 mi) in Maryland.
The widest path in the United States will occur in Louisiana and will be 10 km (6 mi) wide.
Wow! Does this mean this will be a short one?
You bet. The duration of annularity will only 6.6.seconds at its shortest in Maryland.
As seen from the U.S., it is longest in Louisiana at 13.9 seconds.
How much of the sun will be obscured?
This is important. In Maryland, 99.8% of the photosphere will be obscured by the moon. In
Louisiana, 99.5% will be covered. An observer in Maryland will see as close to a total solar
eclipse you can get without seeing a total solar eclipse (almost). Dave Harrington points out
that the sky will be twice as bright in Louisiana than Maryland. Unfortunately, the staff of the
Naval Observatory predicts that the corona of the sun will not be obvious and that Baily‟s
Beads will not be seen surrounding the entire lunar limb simultaneously.
I just remembered that I have an important golf date on May 30th. What should I do?
Change it! The next convenient annular eclipse will occur on May 10, 1994. Although the
annular path will be closer to Michigan, the long duration (6 min., 14 sec.) will make it less
exciting.
I can‟t change it! What will I see in Detroit?
A nice partial eclipse as partial eclipses go. 74.7% of the sun will be obscured. The altitude of
the sun will be 67° and the azimuth 149° (SE). A trip to Toledo will gain you 1.5%. And no,
the eclipse does not last forever there (contrary to popular belief)!
What about weather prospects?
A first reaction to hearing the eclipse occurs almost in June in the southern U.S. might be
WHOOPEE-I‟m finally going to see one! However, it's not that simple. A mean cloud frequency
chart will show that the best chance for seeing the eclipse in a clear sky will be in Louisiana or
South Carolina (still less than 40%) and the worst will be in Virginia· (more than 50% heavy
cloud cover). Fortunately, highway 1-85 parallels the path for 647 miles and over a significant
part of the path is never more than 30 miles from it. As in all eclipse observations, mobility
will be a key factor.
An observer stuck in Detroit on eclipse day can expect about 60% of the sky to be clear.
Note-while weather statistics are interesting, experienced observers find them absolutely
useless on eclipse day.

ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE OF MAY 30, 1984: PHOTOGRAPHY
For all practical purposes, next spring‟s eclipse will be just a form of a partial eclipse. The
large percentage of obscuration might make exposures difficult to determine. Should they be
short and safe or will a long exposure capture a glimpse of the corona? To help answer this
question, consult the following previous Sky and Telescope articles on annular eclipses and
filtration:
Issue

Title

February, 1970
February, 1974
March, 1974
February, 1975
July, 1916
September 1976
December 1980
August 1981

“Combining Camera Lenses for Solar Photography”
“Reports on December‟s Two Eclipses”
“Notes on December‟s Annular Eclipse” & cover photograph
“About December's Partial Solar Eclipse”
“The April Solar Eclipse-Annular and Partial”
Letters (page 155)
“Augusts‟ Annular Eclipse”
“Safe Solar Filters”

The August, 1976, issue has an article entitled “The Next Decade of Solar Eclipses” which
briefly describes next May‟s eclipse.
For statistical information on weather prospects, consult The Weather Almanac. It is a useful
source and is available through area bookstores.

Those interested in detailed information on the Besselian elements and local circumstances of
the eclipse should obtain a copy of the U.S. Naval Observatory report. One copy may be
obtained free of charge. Mail requests to:
Circular 166
U.S. Naval Observatory, NAO,
Washington, D.C. 20390
Bulk rates will be quoted upon written request to the Director of the Nautical Almanac Office.

20 ’ “PRECSTAR/BAS” - PROGRAM TO COMPUTE PRECESSION USING RIGOROUS FORMULAE - BY
’KEN KELLY - THE CONSTANTS WERE MODIFIED TO CONFORM WITH PAGE A2 OF USNO CIRCULAR # 163
40 ’
60 DEFDBLA-H,J-Z:PI=3.141592653589793:RAD=180/PI:CLS:PRINTCHR$(23)
80 PRINT “WHEN ENTERING DECLINATIONS
BETWEEN ZERO AND MINUS ONE
DEGREE.
ENTER THE NEGATIVE
SIGN ON THE MINUTES."
100 Z$=“% % +## +## ##.###”
120 INPUT"EQUINOX & EQUATOR, BEGIN, END ";Yl,Y2
140 T0=(Yl-1900)/100=T=(Y2-Yl)/100
160 Z0=(((2306.2181+1.39656*T0-.000139*T0[2)*T+(.30188-.000344*T0)*T[2+.017998*T
[3)/3600)/RAD
180 ZZ=Z0+((.79280+.000410*T0>*T[2+.000205*T[3)/3600/RAD
200 TH=(((2004.3109-.8533*T0-.000217*T0[2)*T+(-.4266S-.000217*TO)*T[2-.041833*T[
3)/3600)/RAD
220 INPUT“R.A.HR”;AH:IFAH>23THEN220
240 INPUT “MIN ”;AM:IFAM>59THEN240
260 INPUT “SEC ”;AS:IFAS>59.9THEN260
280 A=(AH+AM/60+AS;3600)*15/RAD
300 INPUT"DEC,DEG”;DD:IFDD<-89.90RDD>89.9THEN300
320 INPUT“MIN, ”;DM:IFDM<-59.90RDM>59.9THEN320
340 INPUT“SEC, ”;DS:IFDS<-59.90RDS>59.9THEN340
360 IFDD=0THEN400
380 DG=SGN(DD):DE=ABS(DD):D=DG*(DE+DM/60+DS/3600)/RAD:GOTO420
400 DG=SGN(DM):DN=ABS(DM):D=DG*(DN/60+DS/3600/)RAD
420 GOSUB600
440 D0=AO:D$="R.A. =":GOSUB500
460 D0=DO:D$="DEC. =":GOSUB500
480 GOT0220
500 D0=D0*RAD:DG=SGN(D0):D0=ABS(DO)
520 D4=INT(D0):D5=(D0-D4)*60:D6=INT(D5)
540 D7!=INT((D5-D6)*60000)/1000
560 PRINT USING Z$;D$;DG*D4;DG*D6;D7!
580 RETURN
680 AZ=A+Z0:Pl=TAN(D)+COS(AZ)*TAN(TH/2)
620 P2=SIN(TH)*Pl:P3=P2*SIN(AZ)/(1-P2*COS(AZ))
640 PM=Z0+ZZ:DA=ATN(P3)+PM
660 AO=(A+DA)/15:P4=(DA-PM)/2
680 P5=TAN(TH/2)*COS(AZ+P4)/COS(P4)
700 DO=(2*ATN(P5)+D)
720 RETURN
740 END

MINUTES OF MEETING HELD SEPT. 15, 1983
(General meeting at Macomb Community College)
The meeting was called to order at 7:50 P.M.
Two Treasurer’s reports were given, for July 21 thru Aug. 18, and Aug.
18 thru Sept. 15. The eyepiece fund now stands at $35.00.
Two new people introduced themselves.
We still have T-shirts and stickers for sale.
A board meeting will be held at 7:00 P.M. at Frank's Apartment.
A call list was passed out, for people to be called for aurora and
special events.
The Christmas Banquet will be held on Dec. 15 (Thursday) at
Marinelli’s, on Rochester Road near 18 Mile Road.
An election is coming up during the October MCCC meeting to elect
officers for 1984. Doug Bock will be the chairman of the nominating
committee.
More field trips are being planned by Alan Rothenberg.
Doug Bock called for nominations for officers for 1984.
Coming events:

Oct.6 - Cranbrook meeting.
Oct.8 - Campout a few miles south of Onaway, near
the Pigeon River. Saturday thru Monday.
Roger Tanner is organizing it.
Oct.20 - M.C.C.C. meeting.
Oct 15 - Deep Sky and Messier Contest. If cloudy,
it will be at Frank's.
Oct.29 - Observing session at Frank's.
The business meeting ended at 8:30 P.M.
Respectively Submitted
Kenneth Kelly
Secretary

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING HELD SEPT. 24, 1983
The meeting was called to order at 8:25 P.M.
Those present were: Frank McCullough, Ken Strom, Bob Lennox, Alan
Rothenberg, Judy Butcher, and Ken Kelly.
The programs at the meetings were discussed, including talking about
star pictures and explaining the constellations.
Vie are having an observing session and Messier Contest on the 14th or
15th of October.
The next Board of Directors meeting will be held on October 22.
Ken Strom discussed the improvements on the observatory. A new
declination motor is needed.
Bob Lennox gave a summary membership report.
There also were discussions about field trips, officers for 1984, and
the Christmas Banquet on Dec. 15 at Marinelli's.
The meeting ended at 11:10 P.M.
Respectfully Submitted
Kenneth Kelly
Secretary

